What is culture?
‘...activities such as the visual arts,
music, the performing arts, crafts,
creative industries and the provision of
facilities and services such as theatres,
museums, cinemas, libraries, community
halls and archives in addition to the
protection of the historic environment
and the inclusion of artworks in the
public realm.’

A

s a concept, culture embraces activities
and places, values and beliefs. Together
these contribute to a sense of identity as
an individual and as a community.
The case for culture – why it is important – is
many-sided. Culture has an intrinsic value, as it
‘helps us be us’ – knowing and expressing
ourselves, as well as exploring, experiencing and
understanding people and the world around us.

‘Aim high – go for quality and include
everyone in all aspects of creating,
producing and enjoying culture.’

Why have a cultural strategy
and who is it for?

I

n September 2017, following a successful
grant application to Arts Council England,
Stroud Town Council commissioned the
development of a cultural strategy for the town
as part of its commitment to improving the
quality of life of all members of its community.
The initial impetus for the work arose from
concerns about the future of the Subscription
Rooms, which in turn highlighted the lack of a
strategic context for cultural planning and
development.
As one of only three town councils in England
which have commissioned a cultural strategy,
Stroud Town Council is making a real mark. It
is taking positive action to ensure that the
widely appreciated and enjoyed cultural offer
is fully valued, supported and developed, so it
contributes to social, community and
economic – as well as cultural – life in the
town for the future, despite the challenges of a
post-recession and Brexit context.

Consultation
Consultation with over 120 people
working in the field of arts and culture
was a key feature of the strategy.
The strategy is supported by a narrative which
acts as a ‘live review’ of people’s thoughts on,
and experiences of, cultural activity in Stroud
town. This more powerfully informing the
strategy aims, objectives and opportunities
for the future than a plain audit of cultural
provision could provide.

Participants were asked to identify:

The message from the consultation was clear:
‘Ensure that the strategy is seen to come
out of all the parts of the community otherwise
it won’t have that much cred!’



Strengths,



Weaknesses,



Opportunities and



Threats.

Strengths ...


A lot going on – constant activity



High number of artists and other creative practitioners in town and environs



Variety and vibrancy of cultural provision



Growing reputation as go-to place for markets and festivals


Outdoor and free events



Lively music scene



Welcoming and open town



Tradition of self-organising / ‘make
do and mend’ / ‘having an idea and
making it happen’



High degree of volunteer involvement



Small scale of the town



Green credentials



‘History of non-conformism and
rebellion’



Range of cultural places and spaces,
especially Stratford Park and the
Museum in the Park



Beauty of the surrounding landscape



South Gloucestershire and
Stroud College



Good on Paper



Town Council supportive e.g.
commissioning a cultural strategy

Weaknesses ...


Lack of diary co-ordination/clashes



Competition between groups & interests



Impression of cliques



Insufficient sharing and dissemination
of information, advice and expertise



Absence of a central co-ordinating
function/person for cultural activity



Limited engagement amongst lower
income and non-working people



Side-lining of ‘mainstream’ in favour
of the ‘alternative’



Patchy, insufficient provision,
opportunities & safe spaces for young
people to engage in and self-organise
cultural activity





Street

Weak marketing and poor awareness
of audience development practices

Unattractive appearance of High



Poor connectivity, signposting and
access across the town



Lack of public transport provision to
and from the peripheries



Unclear and insufficiently articulated
visitor ‘offer’



Low level of awareness of economic
impact of cultural activity



Some negative perception of funding
bodies and likelihood of securing
financial support

Opportunities ...


Join up cultural strategies at District
and Town Council level



Reach a positive resolution to issue
of Subscription Rooms



Take a strategic look at buildingbased provision for culture overall in
the town



Better collaboration, sharing of
resources and economies of scale
across the sector



More linkage between culture and
education, the local economy, the
environment, tourism, health and
well-being



A step change for culture and
young people



Build on and reconfigure
Stroud’s rich heritage for 21st
Century



Enhance the town’s growing
reputation for festivals and
markets



Forge even stronger links with
other transition and market
towns

Threats ...


Continuing and further
reductions in public expenditure



Uneasy relationship between
public and private sector
organisations



Enduring silo working and
impressions of insularity, ‘radical
inflexibility’ and exclusivity/
entitlement



Perception of ‘artists from
London’ as the solution,
alongside preference for
‘home grown’



‘Side-lining of the mainstream
or the ordinary’

Aims, objectives and opportunities
A clear plan for the future …

T

en years is a long time – so
strategy aims and objectives
have been ‘built to last’.

This supports an evolving approach to delivery that
responds to a changing context – in terms of people, place
and possibilities – and the result of developing effective
ways of working through which the strategy can be owned
and delivered, as described in the sections following.

AIM ONE: PEOPLE
To diversify cultural opportunities and engagement
1:1 Encourage community cultural activity
and participation
‘Connecting the community through
enabling cultural opportunities.’
Research shows that engagement with – and in
particular, participation in – cultural activities brings all
sorts of other benefits to individual development, social
inclusion and cohesive communities.
Having many cultural events in Stroud offers
opportunities to share new approaches to audience
development. In respect of active participation,
consultees shared a concern to value better and
support more activities in which a wider range of
individuals and communities are involved as the makers
of arts and culture. With Asset Based Community
Development (ABCD) expertise available in the town
and a commitment to social equality, there’s real
potential to develop more participatory arts work and
support community-based heritage projects so
everyone enjoys a real sense of belonging.
1:2 Support creative and cultural learning and
production
‘Highlight the importance of ensuring art
practitioners be they music, dance, theatre,
visual arts or literary can have inroads into
schools so young people have the chance
to fulfil their creative potential.’
‘For us all to strive to maintain creativity
in our young population so that they may
help partake in, promote and protect our cultural
heritage for now and the future.’
Creative and cultural learning supports children and
young people to improve learning and achieve across
the curriculum, as well as develop their interests, skills
and knowledge for creative contributions now and
throughout their lives, whether as participants or
professionals.

Strategy consultees were keen to ensure better links
between artists and schools in the town, which has the
significant benefit of an Art School on its doorstep in
South Gloucestershire and Stroud College, offering
opportunities for adult and community cultural learning
as well as provision for young people. Students – young
and older – taking part in the consultation expressed
with great energy their interest in being culture makers
and producers, as well as consumers.
Stroud currently has one primary school with Arts
Council England Arts Mark status; practitioners and
organisations able to deliver Arts Awards; education
programmes at the Museum in the Park and a whole
raft of existing and planned initiatives from the Create
Gloucestershire-led
Local
Cultural
Education
Partnership. Joined-up ways of working could be tested
by taking a connected approach – across educational
institutions, cultural organisations, age ranges and art
forms – to support creative and cultural learning through
a strategic project linked to participation and place
making.
1:3 Harness the health and well-being benefits of
culture
‘The positive role arts and culture can
play in the physical and mental health
of a community’.
Research – such as that described in the Creative
Health: Arts for Health and Well-being report –
evidences that engagement in arts and culture
contributes to a greater sense of well-being. The arts
are also able to help with specific health needs –
whether it’s dancing to alleviate the symptoms of
Parkinson’s disease or theatre-making to help deal with
depression.
Arts on prescription, social prescribing (referring people
to non-clinical services and activities), creative work in
care settings and specific therapeutic arts programmes
are already active in Stroud. Alongside widening and
deepening the reach of this work, links to district and
county-wide organisations and schemes can bring
further opportunities for culture to help Stroud residents
feel better, healthier and more confident.

AIM TWO: PLACE
To enhance the town’s environment and its enjoyment
2:1 Take a holistic approach to the town’s natural,
built and historic assets
‘The town as the hub.’
The physical attributes of a town are part of its
distinctiveness, with natural and managed landscapes
along with buildings and the public realm all contributing
to the look and sense of place. Research evidences the
impact of local distinctiveness in supporting residents to
enjoy a real sense of belonging as well as providing a
competitive attractor to visitors.
Many of the visual designs of a Stroud town for the
future devised by consultees showed a ‘step back and
look’ approach to how key assets could be viewed
together as a connecting force – such as the canal,
Stratford Park, Subscription Rooms, Lansdown Hall and
other individual buildings. These are places of, and for,
culture. With Historic England listings and the audit of
cultural and community spaces, there’s the opportunity
to take a strategic approach to heritage conservation
and effective space use for community benefit. Such
place-making can really help put the town on the map.
2:2
Develop
interpretation

imaginative

navigation

and

‘Public art with the community commissioning
best practice.’
A key element of urban design is ‘legibility’, which can
make all the difference to how people experience and
use a place. How you orient yourself in a town and
navigate from place to place can be helped and
enhanced through a range of means.
Several consultees referenced guided walks that help
people have a deeper appreciation of the history of the
town, its buildings and what’s gone on there. Others
focused on better signage, street furniture and more
public art as ways to enhance the design, look and
accessibility of our town.

2:3 Contribute to safe and sustainable living,
working and visiting
‘We need places where all groups of young
people can come together without fear of fights
– for coffee, live music and a suitable venue.’
Being able to get to cultural activities and places and
feel safe are essentials for access. Consultees – young
and older – noted the significant impact of poor public
transport and notwithstanding efforts to improve such
services, different shared transport solutions are worth
exploring.
Targeted promotion of and participation in cultural
events (whether to provide positive activities as an
alternative or to achieve a vibrant evening and nighttime economy), supports social inclusion and can help
mitigate the fear, as well as possible actuality, of antisocial behaviour.
Sustainable
development
is
about
achieving
development that improves our social, economic and
environmental conditions today, but not at the expense
of future generations. As well as embracing lowcarbon practices itself, the creative and cultural sector
can provide imaginative approaches to raising
awareness of and taking action on sustainable ways
forward for our communities and the environment,
linking
with
the
many
environment-focused
organisations in the town.

AIM THREE: POSSIBILITIES
To ensure culture makes a sustainable difference
3:1 Connect town, district and county
organisations, services and networks
‘Networking, enabling and promotion
of all arts in Stroud.’
Development at a town level requires close working
within the town and with district and county-wide
organisations, services and networks. This harnesses
collective interests and energies and will ensure Stroud
town both benefits from, and positively influences, what
is provided by others but delivered locally. This
approach also enables learning from good practice
happening in similar contexts.
Taking a theme- or work-based approach – for example
health and well-being or community arts development –
gives the opportunity to get a range of individuals and
organisations together to share ideas and plan
together: making the difference we need and want to
make. In this way, the idea of one physical cultural hub
is developed into a concept of many cultural hubs –
connected conversations and actions, which may take
place virtually as well as in person, where the focus is
on what needs to be done, rather than filling a space.
This might nevertheless be supported by a physical
place for information and exchange, such as a ‘culture
point’ in an otherwise empty shop.
3:2 Collaborate for added value
‘Stroud has a great deal of resources, passion
and energy already. We just need to find a way
to tap into, engage with and energise them and
great things can happen.’
‘Continue dialogues like this which should filter
into mechanisms (Town/County Councils etc) to
bring about change which has people at its
heart.’
Living in constrained economic times demands new
approaches to working – being more adaptable and
flexible than ever before and understanding the added
value that can be achieved through collaboration, often
called ‘the 21st century currency’. Working at a townbased level, with immediate small-scale resources, it’s
important to link across the town and with initiatives at
district and county level. Being well informed about the
full range of funding opportunities and sharing ideas to
develop partnership projects that are more likely to
attract funding from a variety of sources, can help build
an ‘adapt to survive; collaborate to thrive’ approach.
Stroud is a market and festival town and this key part of
the cultural offer could be a test bed for collaboration in
planning and marketing, sharing volunteers and their
training, the joint purchase and use of equipment, and
developing together guidance on permissions. The list
of possibilities is long and collaboration could also
result in a good practice guide to disseminate more
widely, promoting Stroud knowledge and skills and
keeping us looking outwards.

3:3 Promote the creative and cultural economy for
resident and visitor benefit
‘Why should visitors come to Stroud?
What can they see and do?’
‘Create a focus for creative industries,
to support a well skilled workforce.’
The creative and cultural offer of a town can boost the
local economy by drawing in visitors and their
associated spend, creating employment and attracting
and retaining businesses. For every job supported by
the arts and culture industry, an additional 1.77 jobs are
supported in the wider economy and for every £1 of
GVA (gross value added) generated, an additional
£1.30 of GVA is generated in the wider economy
through wider ‘indirect’ and ‘induced’ multiplier impacts.
Nationally, the creative industries were worth £87 bn in
2017, representing 1 in 11 jobs in the creative economy
and growing more than 25% between 2011 and 2016.
Research shows there are different creative cluster
models across the UK which are locality-responsive.
An audit of creative industries in Gloucestershire was
undertaken back in 2005. Much has changed since
then in terms of how we think about, define and support
the creative and cultural economy, as well as the
number and impact of practitioners and organisations
contributing to life and livelihoods in the town.
Now is an opportune moment to focus in Stroud on the
opportunity to build a stronger local (creative)
economy – with the potential to partner with agencies
district- and county-wide. This is an area in which the
town’s creative industries can lead.

Analysis
 its reputation for being green, ‘alternative’ and
politically engaged
 a perceived division between ‘old’ and ‘new
Stroudies’
 the ever-present risk of ‘working very well
together – in silos’.
This strategy has to be similarly different not only
because of Stroud town’s particular location, history
and development, but owing to the scale at which it will
operate. It is very rare for a town of 13,000 people to
have its own Town Council-commissioned cultural
strategy (research to date shows only two other
examples: Totnes and Watchet).
This means that:

T

here is much to celebrate about culture in Stroud
– in terms of both people and place – and plenty
of new possibilities to explore. Aside from issues
around the Subs, there is no sense of systemic or
intractable crisis and plenty of ideas and lively debate
about how to build on strengths; reduce those areas in
need of attention; and take things forward for the
benefit of all.
Many of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats identified above are echoed in cultural policies
and strategies at national, regional and local level
consulted as part of the strategy development.
Within this ‘bigger picture’ contextualisation, these
include the:
 challenge of continuing reductions
in public funding
 advisability of more and better joining
up within and beyond the cultural sector
 need to broaden the cultural offer
and develop audiences
 value of harnessing culture to address social,
educational, environmental, and health needs
 benefits of a vibrant creative economy
 contribution of culture to the public realm,
local distinctiveness and a compelling
visitor experience.
Summaries in the Supporting Context & Evidence
Report which accompanies this strategy show the
range of structures and recommendations which others
have put forward to address these issues and
opportunities, as well as measure their impact.
Other strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
are very specific to Stroud town:
 the unusually high number of artists and
creatives living and working in the area

 there is no established blueprint
 local (Town Council) resources for delivery
have structural limits, necessitating creative
partnerships and solutions, and
 paradoxically the strategy stands a much better
chance of succeeding precisely because the
difference it makes will be crucially dependent
on bottom-up collaborative effort.
In other words, there has to be a level
of citizen and community buy-in to and
ownership of the strategy which is far
greater than would be expected in a city,
for example.
Taking both commonalities and particularities together,
then, three key needs seem to have emerged for
Stroud town, as follows:
 a clear plan for the future
 something to bring everyone together
to kick-start energy and ownership of
the strategy, and
 a shared way of working that’s
respectful and resilient
In addressing these needs, Stroud is particularly well
placed to shape a distinctive approach.

Making it all happen
A shared way of working that’s respectful and resilient …
‘A rich weave.’
Broadcloth was made of carded wool in plain
weave, fulled after weaving. Fulling is the process
of cleansing, shrinking and thickening cloth with
moisture, heat and pressure. The surface of the
cloth was raised using teasels, then sheared to
achieve a smooth, felted appearance, hiding the
weave. Broadcloths produced in the Stroud valleys
were renowned for their colour, particularly
‘Stroudwater scarlet’, attributed to the qualities of
the water there. These cloths, famous as the cloth
of scarlet military uniform, were bought for trade
by both the East India Company and the Hudson’s
Bay Company.

W

ithout wishing to stretch the analogy too far,
what is proposed here is a way of weaving
together the Aims: People, place and
possibilities with ways of working that will help
produce a kind of broadcloth or ‘stiff drape which is
highly weather resistant, hard-wearing and capable of
taking a cut edge without the need of being hemmed’.
These ways of working are about drawing yarns closer
together, to create a cultural infrastructure for Stroud
town that can address strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats and realise the kind of future
to which people aspire.
If the key aims of people, place and possibilities
constitute the warp, then the necessary working tools of
communication, collaboration and coordination
form the weft, which is all about breaking out of silos.
So, for anyone or any organisation with an idea, project
or plan in mind…
 Communication means asking:
 Who needs to know what I want to do?
 Who is this for and what is it really about?
 Who can help me spread the word?
 Collaboration means asking:
 Who else can I involve?
 Who can I partner with?
 Who has experience I can learn from?
 Who has resources they might be willing to
share?

 Coordination means asking:
 Is the timing and timescale right?
 Who can I partner with?
 Where can I get information, advice, space,
equipment and resources to ensure this is a
success?
These questions may seem obvious and the list is not
exhaustive: their importance lies in asking them. In
addressing people, place and possibilities, attention
has to be paid to communication, collaboration and
coordination and vice versa: warp needs weft. The
resultant weave should then be strong enough to allow
for strain, flexible enough to explore new ideas, loose
enough to be open to the outside, warm enough to be
respectful and inclusive, resilient enough to remain
true to values and principles … and clearly and
unmistakably Stroud.
As commissioner of this strategy and partner in its
delivery, Stroud Town Council can continue to take an
enabling, convening ‘honest broker’ role (as in
implementing Shaping the Heart of Stroud, the towncentre Neighbourhood Development Plan) to model and
facilitate this distinctive way of working.
Thus, the Council is well placed to host or support
others to set up meetings, so that individuals and
organisations can develop ‘strand’ opportunities and
collaborative initiatives which will deliver the strategy as
a whole.
It is through this kind of ‘distinctively Stroud’ creative
clustering that the necessary ‘better together’ approach
can take root, enabling bids for additional resourcing to
develop both organically and strategically. And this
same ‘better together’ approach across the town will
enable closer working with Stroud District Council and
Create Gloucestershire. It is also the way to
demonstrate the need for (as opposed to the lack of) a
coordinating function for cultural development in the
town, as part of a strategic case for future investment.
Stroud Connects represents an innovative
approach to cultural planning and delivery from a
neighbourhood perspective. Developed through
consultation, this strategy can succeed because it
builds on bottom-up collaborative desire and effort.
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